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Lisa Garner Named CEO of theCO

JACKSON, TN On Tuesday, February 14, Lisa Garner officially took on the role of CEO of
theCO, taking over for the previous CEO and CO:founder, Ben Ferguson.

theCO opened its doors in July 2014 as a regional innovation hub focused on building a culture
of opportunity, and it is a pipeline to attract and attain the next generation of community leaders.
Lisa Garner started as the Director of Operations at theCO’s founding and soon moved to be the
Executive Director and is a local small business owner of Garner Blue Shop in Downtown
Jackson. As she assumes this new role, Ben Ferguson will remain as one of the CO:founders
and will continue to play a strategic role in the organization as Chairman of the Board.

Garner says she is challenged by her time at theCO and she loves getting to see moments of
clarity for business owners and seeing the pride on their faces when they walk out of the
makerspace or launch a project.

“I'm excited by Lisa's appointment as theCO's CEO, as her remarkable experience sets the
stage for great things to come and leaves no doubt about the bright future of theCO,” Ben
Harris, one of the CO:founders said.

Garner will continue to oversee all the projects of theCO, which includes Our Jackson Home,
Dev Catalyst and Soul Collective. She will also continue to facilitate the CO.STARTERS
program, lead workshops and other tasks involved with grant management and more.

“Lisa is the reason theCO is what it is,” Katie Weatherfood, theCO’s Communications and
Events Director said. Weatherford has worked with Lisa for 4 years.

“I’m excited about so much of the work that we’re doing now and see great potential for our
future. In April of this year we’ll celebrate nine years of theCO– we started as a bit of an
experiment and over time we have made it a priority to hear the needs of the community and
continue to tweak offerings and update programing based on ways we can best serve Jackson,
West Tennessee and the state as a whole,” Lisa Garner said. “We’re not interested in just doing
things for the sake of doing them and I look forward to helping to create more opportunities for
more entrepreneurs, artists, web developers and more.”
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